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Introduction
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Blockchain or Distributer Layer Technology (DLT) has
received significant recognition in recent years – primarily
in the financial services industry.

While most targeted benefits are seen in process
acceleration, efficiency increase, complexity reduction
and fraud prevention the current state of solutions are
mostly still in concept or pilot phase.

Ginkgo has analysed practical usage options across
industries and specifically highlights opportunities in the
automotive industry in this abstract.

Lars Godzik
Founding Partner, Ginkgo Management Consulting
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2. BLOCKCHAIN IN A NUTSHELL
A blockchain is a distributed register to store static records and dynamic transaction data without a governing
central authority. The validity of transactions will be certified by using a consensus-based mechanism. There are
different arrangements of blockchain available, ranging from public open source networks to private blockchains
that requires clear permissions to read or write.
Depending on the network parameters,
the transaction is verified instantly into a
secured record



Blocks must be validated first to be
added to the Blockchain


Two parties exchange data. This could
represents any details that can be described in
digital form

Each block is identified by a hash
and agreed upon by the network





If a malicious miner tries to submit an altered
block to the chain, the hash function of the block
and the following functions would change. The
other nodes would detect these changes and
reject the block from the major chain

After validation the miners that solved the
puzzle are rewarded and the block is
distributed through the network. The main
blockchain is updated and each node adds
the block to their copy of the ledger

Miners try to solve the
block by making
incremental changes to
one variable until a
solution satisfies a
network-wide target. The
correct answer cannot be
falsified which is critical
for final acceptance

Figure 1: The mechanisms of a blockchain’s distributed ledger (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2017)

Computer science and advanced mathematics (hash functions) are crucial enablers that make the blockchain
technology stick out, not just enabling transactions but also protecting a blockchain’s integrity and anonymity.
While the implementation spans different layers – from infrastructure across generic platforms to specific
applications – a blockchain solution, not requiring central coordination, builds on a set of several characteristics
as explained in Figure 1.
Given these characteristics, blockchains work as a system of statistic record keeping. Moreover, they serve as a
dynamic registry and as the verification of information.
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3. BLOCKCHAIN IN THE AUTOMOTIVE ARENA
3.1 Role of the blockchain
in the automotive arena
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3.2 From Bitcoins to smart
contracts

The automotive industry is entering an era of
digitalization which not only transforms the OEMs’
working mode but also fundamental changes to
the current business models. With new possibilities
and new competitors arising, OEMs are pressured
to place themselves at the fore-front of the digital
transformation. Furthermore, they must be bold in the
implementation of new and disruptive technologies.

The blockchain is currently most known for its
adaption as decentral and government independent
crypto currency. On 31 October 2008, its famous
representative bitcoin introduced a cryptography
mailing list, followed by the release as open-source
software in 20091. Currently over 700 cryptocurrencies
exist, having a combined market capitalization of
estimated US$16,875,566,9012.

From autonomous cars to smart cities - in the near
future vehicles will need to interact with their
environment in new ways. This interaction will require
technological means to allow integrated service
delivery and transactions.

A crypto currency that allows anonymous transactions
which are currently not government regulated poses
certain risks in regards to monetary policies and
money laundering among others. Nevertheless, in a
regulated environment, financial transactions based
on the blockchain technology ensure transparent
and verifiable transactions where no intermediary is
required. These capabilities enable cost savings for
financial institutions and transactions in the areas of
clearings, settlements and regulatory automatization.
However, the blockchain technological disruption
will not only increase our payment options through
Bitcoins and other crypto currencies but also deeply
changes the general nature of how we perceive and
conduct online transactions. By ensuring that every
recorded transaction (past or present) related to digital
assets can be verified at any given time in the future,
new contract-based transactions will be enabled.

Ginkgo Management Consulting sees the distributive
ledger technology as one of the essential building
blocks of the new technological infrastructure in the
era of connected cars. By combining automation with
a transparent and validated transaction process, a
vast number of concepts are transforming into real
features and service offerings in and around the car.
The following chapters illustrate use cases focusing at
the different stages of a vehicle’s value chain.

These new forms of automated transactions are
initiated and regulated by smart contracts, which are
computer programs that execute automatically on
behalf of predefined conditions and enable complete
and conclusive verification without an intermediary
e.g. a financial institution (see figure 2). Therefore,
smart contracts help to drive automation to a new
degree in which assets start to interact by themselves
under the constraints set by their users.
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Physical Contract
is agreed upon

Blockchain programming
and encryption

Smart Contract

Connects with the
outside world

Analyses environment
for contract triggers

Automated
contract execution

Figure 2: Operation of a smart contract

The vehicle is an example of such an asset on the verge
of becoming fully automated and connected with its
environment. However, this form of automation and
interconnectedness with its environment requires
some form of digital representation of the physical
world.
Through blockchain based smart contracts the car is
able to engage into two-way communications with
its environment and can handle transactions by itself.
This technological leap will transform the car from a
tool of transportation into a smart asset that operates,
within the limits set by its user, fully autonomously.

3.3 Leasing and other digital
services
In light of seeing the future of the car not only as a
connected but also as a smart one (as described
before), all car related services and their underlying
business models provide the opportunity to
revolutionize the business as a whole, e.g. in leasing
and insurance.
By allowing an automated yet always recorded and
verifiable transaction, the blockchain will dramatically
change the way one insures and leases its car in the
future. Combining the technology with the steady
growing connectivity and processing capabilities of
modern cars creates a vehicle with all the mobility
upsides of a regular car while integrating the security,
integrity and validity aspects of a contract into its
automated transactions3.
Expending these blockchain capabilities from
automated payment services and contract
management into other service areas could change
the after sales market radically. One way would be by
increasing the efficiency of the various service offers
(from the local oil change shop in the car owner’s
neighborhood to the after sales divisions of the leading
OEMs) through automating most of their service
delivery and service support processes. Or on the
other hand, by allowing new market disruptors as well
as old established companies to develop radically new
service offerings, based on the blockchain technology,
for the new generation of connected vehicles.
One possible way to illustrate the changes the
blockchain technology delivers is to look at the vehicle
leasing lifecycle (see figure 3) and to identify which
digital services will support the customer throughout
this time. A leased car will manage all necessary
contractual transactions, previously specified in the
blockchain’s based smart contract. In this use case, the
car enforces monthly leasing payments or otherwise
declines the service by itself.
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This not only makes the position of the distrainor
unnecessary but would also dramatically reduce costs
for the leasing company managing the specific car.
Additionally, the blockchain could support different
processes around the vehicle service. Fueling up one’s
car will transform into an all automated process which
cuts out credit card companies to save costs and will
be handled solely by the car.

In this scenario, as a first step, the car places the
requested service on the OEM’s operated service
check platform where certified car shops can start
reverse bidding on the requested service check. Based
on a predefined car shop profile by the car owner,
the vehicle then initiates the selection of the best fit
by considering factors such as availability, distance
and price within its decision-making algorithm.

Insuring your car will become a more on-demand and
dynamic process. Instead of choosing one policy at the
beginning and only switching it once a year, modern
insurance policies will be based on real time vehicle
data.

Consequently, the driver appreciates a fully integrated
system. In the latter, the car aligns with the smartphone
and hence with its calendar to book a service check
when the owner is most certainly available. Moreover,
the strength of the blockchain integration does not
stop with the initiation and closing of an automated
and binding bidding process.

In addition to that, a policy is chosen on demand by the
vehicle, through its ability to execute smart contracts
or the driver. Lastly the technology documents all
these transactions in the vehicle’s own blockchain and
makes it therefore instantly available when required
e.g. in a traffic control or in case of an accident.
Even the regular car service check is transforming.
Given its diagnostic systems, the car will be
capable to automatically indicate when a
certain kilometer threshold is reached or a given
time has passed since the last service check.

It finalizes the service check by initiating a payment
process as well as documenting the service check within
the blockchain, making it therefore a tamper-proof
transaction. Choosing this form of documentation
gives government authorities an easy, transparent
and validated access to important car information.
Linking this information directly to the car and its
underlying blockchain ensures a nearly forgery-proof
documentation over the whole vehicle’s lifecycle.

Figure 3: Selection of digital services supporting within a car leasing life cycle
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3.4 Blockchain across smart
environments

3.5 Smart assembly and
supply chains

Digitalization is widely seen as a competitive need.
IoT has burst in recent years and continues to grow
in both value and adaptation at a rapid rate and
therefore driving smart ecosystems. Most current
IoT applications connect devices with a common user
for interaction. When devices have different owners,
there is a lack of trust and a missing auditable proof
that it was authorized to interact with public services.
With smart contracts based on the blockchain
technology, transactions become possible on a direct,
peer-to-peer basis, where services can buy and sell
automatically, the constraints set by their users4.

At the end of each value chain, a key differentiator for
many companies is the customer’s trust in the quality
of the respective brand and its products. Trusted
suppliers are thoughtfully selected and managed, as
well as checked and certified for quality, reliability
and consistency. Blockchain enables the development
of secure digital product memory records - from the
source of the raw material, to how and where they
were manufactured, including their maintenance and
recall history. This is also the case for each part of
the product, including production and quality design
data. Increasing automation and flexible production
processes such as Additive Manufacturing will enable
a blockchain patency starting from the design files over
the manufacturing to the customer purchase, second
and end of life. Product and assembly ownership,
provenance, authenticity, trading, purchase and
license use can be protected via blockchains. This
would allow multiple supply chain partners to
corroborate the authenticity of their products5.

One of many applications could be an automated
car parking slot purchase simply by connecting to a
device embedded into the road. Another would be
an enhanced concierge service which could include
a room rental service based on a smart contract that
instructs a smart security system to let the tenant
access the building upon arrival. The blockchain acts
as intermediary and manages the deposit as well as
the payment transaction on fulfilment of the contract
by using the company owned captive finance services.
In car sensors as well as wearables will be used to
record patient data, symptoms as well as possible
treatments for certain known preconditions of the
user. A Blockchain could be applied in a way that an
individual’s records are dealt out to relevant medical
systems. Access and privacy would be controlled
through smart contracts.
An integrated IoT based exosystem provides various
sources of information. Any transaction or record can
be made part of the blockchain, so its use can extend to
digital communications, product identification or even
customer claims. Smart contracts allow automating
complex multi-step processes.
The devices in the IoT ecosystem are the touchpoints
with the physical world of which the car is one of main
interfaces. Making this vast amount of data available
will help to identify potential subjects for business
opportunities and enhanced customer interactions.

Figure 4: Automotive in the center of blockchain handling

The approach of a software-based manufacturing
would, beside of increasing manufacturing productivity
and quality, significantly reduce the expenses for
tracking in regards to warranty, maintenance and
recycling purposes. Extra inspections about product
fabrication, version management and call backs would
also be simplified. Blockchains could significantly
streamline processes, especially those that rely on
regulatory and compliance approvals.
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4. OUTLOOK
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Blockchain is technology ready for exploration by automotive OEMs. Nonetheless, there is still
a long way off. As blockchain is functioning as a distributed system value delivered through it
is strongly depending on collaboration with competitors, supplier or other stakeholders. It
has the potential to disrupt the value chains for the whole environment around the car itself.
With major upcoming changes in power train technologies (e-mobility) and their effects on
increasing investments, the traditional business models of OEMs are at risk. Newly arising
digital ecosystems could counterbalance these developments and create in the long-term
higher revenues in the automotive value chain than the sale of cars itself. One precondition for
this scenario would be that both data streams, the ones caused within the car (upstream) and
the ones customers bring into the car (downstream) are monetized by creating customer benefit.
Although this paper provides new insights into blockchain technology, there is still various research directions
to continue in the future:

Figure 5: Questions to be answered to build up a digital ecosystem

The Blockchain technology has the potential to shapeshift the fundamentals of today’s OEM business models.
It may set up a way to automate value chain processes in compliance with the regulatory needs. As described
above, there are many starting points to leverage blockchain technology. A cascade of new applications building
on top of one another, are likely to follow, leading way for new, unprecedented services.
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